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Pres
sident’s Statementt
The last two
t
years have
h
proved
d to be two
o of the mo
ost
financiallyy turbulent years the world
w
has seen since the
t
1930s when a major financial crrisis in Euro
ope and Norrth
America gave
g
rise to widespreead social instability and
displacem
ment of people. The lasst 24 month
hs have agaain
reminded us of the fragility of global econ
nomic system
ms
and the extent
e
to wh
hich these affect
a
the livves of peop
ple.
The domino effect of
o collapsingg banks in North
N
Ameriica
and Euro
ope has been felt in alm
most every part
p of the world,
w
and we
w can alreaady
see som
me of the complex
c
rep
percussions this is havving on populations and
populatio
on movement.
In the 19
930’s the losss of employyment oppo
ortunities in USA and paarts of Europe
immediately impacte
ed on the nu
umber of people arrivingg in and/or leaving Europe
and Nortth America and today the picture is not too different. The number of
undocum
mented migrants attem
mpting to en
nter the USSA and EU countries has
h
reported
dly decreased, and many migrants – documentted and und
documented
d–
who werre already in
n the USA or EU countriees are beginning to movve to countries
of origin or elsewhe
ere. Meanwhile the num
mber of peo
ople leavingg EU countries
such as Greece, Ireland, Portuggal and Spain in respon
nse to the new
n
povertyy is
e the emigraations from these
t
countries in the early 1970’s.
beginning to emulate
How thiss new migrattion will end
d is not clearr, but what iss evident is that
t
migration
is playingg the same role it has always
a
playeed, namely that of provviding a safeety
valve forr countries and
a people in economiic and/or po
olitical crisiss. As such itt is
again prroving to be a mechaanism that can help avoid
a
social and politiccal
instability by reduccing the number of people uneemployed and
a
politicaally
frustrated. Even so, however, migration
m
an
nd migrants continue to
o be met with
suspicion
n in many paarts of the world
w
and att the same time
t
as hum
man mobilityy is
becoming more an
nd more esssential, so
ocial and political barrriers to their
integratio
on are being raised. The health implications of all of this will inevitab
bly
be comp
plex and unless proactive steps arre taken to address thiis, the mental
health an
nd well bein
ng of peoplee on the move risks bein
ng adverselyy affected and
there is good
g
reason to believe their
t
physicaal health will be affected
d as well.
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Exec
cutive Directtor’s Statem
S
ment
Interest in the scope, pace and
a
impact of migration
continuess to grow, an
nd a numberr of UN organizations haave
now begu
un to include migration and its soccial and health
implicatio
ons in their portfolios. The
T Arab Sp
pring of 201
11,
and espeecially the plight of fo
oreign workkers in Libyya,
helped to
o highlight the extent to which countries haave
become interlinked from the perspective
p
of expatriaate
d the impactt political insstability has on
human reesources and
their lives and livelih
hoods. Meaanwhile the rapidity with
which yo
oung unemp
ployed men and women
n have startted to leavee Portugal and
Spain forr other parts of the Eurropean Unio
on has been equally indicative of ho
ow
much miigration is a central parrt of the Eurropean scen
ne and an esssential safeety
valve in times
t
of economic crisis.
In most parts of the
e world migration nevertheless rem
mains a largeely unplanned
menon. Govvernments and
a industriies ‐ includiing
and poorly coordinaated phenom
the healtthcare indusstry ‐ that beenefit from the movem
ment of workkers, still seeem
to be reluctant to
o see migraation as so
omething th
hat needs and calls for
f
o‐active enggineering. No
ot surprisinggly much of the migration
constructtive and pro
that is taaking place today
t
around the world
d continues to
t pose diffiiculties for the
t
people on
o the movve as well as for tho
ose who receive them. Despite the
t
increasin
ngly evident need for miigration and migrants, many
m
of the countries th
hat
have now
w come to depend
d
on workers
w
from
m abroad ap
ppear to be insensitive to
the need
ds and the rights of miggrants. Few of
o them havve been willing to take up
and resp
pond pro‐acctively and comprehen
nsively to th
he complexx physical and
psycho‐social dimenssions of upro
ooting, movvement and resettlemen
r
nt.
ears ICMHD has increaseed its researrch, training and advocaacy
Over thee last two ye
activitiess and has sccaled up its work with national
n
autthorities and
d internation
nal
organizattions. This in
ncluded a major
m
investm
ment in non‐communicaable as well as
commun
nicable diseaases. Our wo
ork in the areea of diabettes was exteended to covver
gestation
nal diabetes more exten
nsively than before and ICMHD workked with WH
HO
in South East Asia to
o define how
w urbanizatio
on is changing patterns of diabetes in
general. Viral hepatitis also assu
umed a much greater prrominence in
n our prograam
of work and in 2010
0 ICMHD heelped createe the international Hep
patitis B and
dC
Public Po
olicy Associaation and organize the Hepatitis
H
B and
a C Summ
mit Conferen
nce
in Brusseels. We wen
nt on to prepare a repo
ort on viral hepatitis
h
and
d migration in
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the EU for this Summit, and later we gave the keynote address at the Virology
Futures Conference in 2011 in Prague. Our work in the area of TB and MDR‐TB
continued to move forward and in the latter part of 2011 was taken up by WHO
in Pakistan where ICMHD was already present and working on monitoring and
evaluating the international health response to the floods that have displaced
close to five million people.
The last two years saw the work of ICMHD recognized in a number of ways. We
are proud to report that ICMHD was once again designated a WHO Collaborating
Centre for Health‐related Aspects of People Displaced by Disaster and is working
with the European and South East Asia Regional Offices, as well as with the WHO
Headquarters in Geneva to better address the impact of mass migrations and
displacements. ICMHD also entered into Memorandums of Understanding with
UNAIDS and major research organizations in India and Norway with the objective
of jointly reinforcing the migration, health and development agenda.
Our internship program flourished in the 2010‐2011 period and ICMHD accepted
graduate and undergraduate students from Canada, Egypt, France, Germany,
Nigeria, Norway, Rwanda, Switzerland the UK and USA. Interns also came from
the Tulane School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine to complete their
studies and practicums with ICMHD and we were able to help place “graduating”
interns in a number of organizations and settings, including one in Haiti as a WHO
coordinator for cholera activities.

… proud to
report that
ICMHD was
once again
designated a
WHO
Collaborating
Centre
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ICMHD mission
ICMHD has continued to commit itself to the principle that the right to health
applies to everyone including those who find themselves on the move, whether
fleeing from persecution, disasters, or simply seeking a better life. We believe,
more than ever, that this is not only ethical but also essential to the larger public
health. We remain convinced that in protecting the health and welfare of people
on the move, the health security of people in general is more assured.

ICMHD work
ICMHD has a well‐established three‐pronged program of work that involves:
− research
− training and education
− policy advocacy
ICMHD’s work in all these three areas is designed to strengthen the capacity of
countries and we link up with a range of partners and stakeholders to do this. In
2010‐2011 we worked with governments and national health authorities, NGOS,
research organizations, academic institutions, UN agencies and the private sector
in all Africa, Asia, Europe and North America.

Research
ICMHD’s seeks to make its research relevant to the needs of countries and
people on the move, and it tries to ensure that the findings of its research can be
readily translated into public health actions. In 2010‐2011 most of ICMHD’s
research was in the area of:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

sexual gender based violence (SGBV)
HIV/AIDS
screening
TB and MDR‐TB
viral hepatitis
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM)

…in protecting
the health and
welfare of people
on the move, the
health security of
people in general
is more assured
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Sexuall gender based
b
vio
olence an
nd HIV/AIDS
ICMHD’s research haas repeatedly highlighteed the exten
nt to which sexual gend
der
olence (SGBV
V) is used ass a tool of war
w to harm and
a humiliatte women and
based vio
the socieeties or ethn
nic groups th
hey represent. In its mo
ost recent work
w
in Bosn
nia,
DRC, Haiti and Liberria, ICMHD was
w able to show that the
t risk of sexual violen
nce
does nott necessarily end with ceeasefires or peace accorrds. In manyy cases women
and girls become eve
en more vuln
nerable in th
he post‐confflict phase th
han during the
t
conflict itself when there are humanitariian organizaations and peacekeepiing
groups around
a
to protect them
m. In the DR
RC ICMHD developed
d
a participato
ory
survey with
w the Congolese Natio
onal Police Force
F
and th
he School off Public Health
in Kinshaasa, and this became the basis of
o the counttry’s first evvidence‐bassed
training program on SGBV for police
p
and military
m
perso
onnel. Our work
w
on SGBV
n closely linkked to our activities
a
in the
t area of HIV/AIDS an
nd in 2010 we
w
has been
worked with
w the Soccial Science Research
R
Co
ouncil in the USA and the Dutch Peaace
Institute in the Hague to assess how
h the natture of the HIV/AIDS
H
epidemic is beiing
t
a the mo
ost
affected by conflicts and posst‐conflict transitions
and who are
vulnerab
ble people in these setttings. As with
w
SGBV we
w found that
t
displacced
women believe
b
theyy are being overlooked
o
a neglecteed by HIV/A
and
AIDS program
ms,
and ofteen feel they are less exxposed to HIV/AIDS
H
by not trying to return and
reinsert themselves in the largger society.. These find
dings suggeest that mu
uch
GBV and HIV
V/AIDS is to be
remains to be done if women’s vulnerabilityy to both SG
reduced and their full participation in sustainable
s
reconstructtion is to be
achieved
d.
Screen
ning for communic
c
cable and
d non-com
mmunicab
ble diseas
ses
The real or perceived
p
liink
betw
ween migrants and diseaase
has often led to aggressiive
screeening policiees, quarantine
practtices and at
a times, the
t
simple rejection
n of migran
nts.
ICMH
HD has alwaays taken the
t
posittion that while screeniing
is a valuable public health
tool, the social contexts in
which
h they aree applied are
a

…thee risk of
sexu
ual violencee
doess not
neceessarily end
d
with
h ceasefiress
and peace
ords
acco
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constantly changing and this means
m
that both
b
screening policies and practicces
need to be carefullyy and repeattedly monito
ored and evvaluated. If they
t
are to be
nable they also
a need to
o be modifieed an d refin
ned over tim
me.
effective and sustain
We have also alw
ways maintaained that screening must be voluntary
v
and
understo
ood to be asssociated wiith counselin
ng and treattment. It should never be
used or be
b seen as used
u
to marrginalize gro
oups or indivviduals. Our research ovver
the coursse of the lasst two years suggests that many of the
t screenin
ng policies and
practicess in place aro
ound the wo
orld are failing to meet these requirements. Th
hey
are neither identifyying people at risk no
or are theyy encouraging the actiive
ment program
ms
participation of migrrants in the type of timeely diagnosiss and treatm
that coulld improve their
t
health and that of host countries. ICMHD has concluded
that major changes are called fo
or if screening of migrants is to be cost‐effectiive
and valuaable as a public health predictive
p
tool.

…screeening musst
alwa
ays be
volun
ntary and
assocciated with
h
counsseling and
treattment

TB and
d migratio
on
TB has allways been a disease off poverty, an
nd in many parts
p
of the world the 20th
century saw
s the prevvalence of TB
T fall as cou
untries developed socio‐‐economicallly.
Unfortun
nately these improvemeents were no
ot enjoyed or maintained everywhere,
and as much
m
as on
ne‐third of the world’ss population
n is still esttimated to be
infected with TB. Ind
deed TB is no
ow re‐emergging as a major public heealth problem.
The HIV epidemic has done mu
uch to facilittate the sprread of TB, but other key
k
drivers have
h
emergged as well. ICMHD’s research sh
hows that migration has
h
become one of the
e main factors in the changing global patterrn of TB. The
T
h prevalencce countries or parts of countries to
movement of peoplle from high
lower prrevalence arreas is clearrly central a part of th
he changing scenario, but
b
ICMHD’s research ovver the pastt two years has shown that
t
the con
nditions und
der
eing forced to move e and
a then livve and work in when th
hey
which peeople are be
arrive in host countrries is also contributing
c
to the prob
blem. Our fin
ndings lead us
to believve that coun
ntries and migrants
m
wo
ould benefitt from a re‐evaluation of
when, where and ho
ow often to screen
s
for TB
B and from a stronger co
ommitment to
reaching out to miigrants with
h pro‐activee informatio
on on the availability of
treatmen
nt‐supported
d TB screening. While ICMHD’s
I
ressearch show
ws that the TB
does nott move from
m migrants to
t host com
mmunities it is clear thaat much mo
ore
needs to be done to prevent TB in migrant and
a ethnic minority
m
settiings.

…mig
gration hass
beco
ome a key
driveer in the
chan
nging globa
al
patteern of TB
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MDR-TB and migration
Inconsistent or inappropriate treatment of TB has led to the emergence of drug
resistant forms of the disease (MDR and XDR‐TB), and these are now presenting
new and serious challenges to countries and to global health in general. While
the global number of MDR‐TB cases remains relatively small, WHO believes the
risk of MDR‐TB spreading is high and is growing. To date, most of the diagnosed
and reported MDR‐TB cases have been in Southern Africa where health systems
have been challenged by massive workforce migration, and Russia and other
parts of Eastern Europe where health care systems have been have been
weakened in the transition from one economic system to another and where
there has also been large‐scale migration. The uprooting of people being treated
for TB can easily interrupt their treatment and increase the risk of their
developing drug resistance. In 2010 ICMHD reported on its research in this area
at the 41st Union World Conference on Lung Health in Berlin, and it became a
partner in the Eli Lilly MDR‐TB Partnership Program. Our research has since
extended to other parts of the world where patterns of MDR‐TB are also
becoming a concern.

… uprooting of
people being
treated for TB can
easily interrupt
their treatment
and increase the
risk of their
developing drug
resistance

Viral hepatitis
Over 550 million people worldwide are estimated to be infected with hepatitis B
or C and there is evidence that the epidemic is growing rapidly. Much of the
clinical and epidemiological data available to countries in Europe indicates that
population movement from parts of the world with a high prevalence of HBV and
HVC is one of the factors in the epidemic. In 2010 ICMHD undertook a major
research project on this theme and made a key note presentation of the findings
of the research at the Summit Conference on Hepatitis B and C, held in Brussels
in October 2010. ICMHD has recommended more targeted screening of people at
risk, followed by more systematic and timely vaccination against HBV and better
access to treatment for HCV. Since then ICMHD has been a founding member of
the Hepatitis B and C Public Policy Association which is advocating for more
action and is actively promoting new research and treatment modalities to
countries.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is now one of the most important global causes of
disability and mortality and is estimated to affect 347 million people and that in
the next twenty years there will be a 69% increase so that by then the number of

…more targeted
screening of
people at risk,
followed by more
systematic and
timely vaccination
against HBV and
better access to
treatment for HCV
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people liiving with th
he disease will
w be well over 550 million.
m
WHO
O believes th
hat
during th
his same period the number
n
of diabetes‐rel
d
ated deaths will doub
ble,
especiallyy, but not only, amon
ng people with
w
undiagn
nosed diabeetes. Typicaally
thought of as a diseaase of rich co
ountries and
d wealthy peeople, T2DM
M has assumed
epidemicc proportion
ns in parts of the worlld such as China,
C
India and Pakisttan
where litttle public he
ealth attention had beeen previouslyy given to it. Our researrch
has highllighted the extent
e
to wh
hich people on the movve are vulnerrable to T2D
DM
and how complex is the mix of factors contrributing to th
his phenomeenon. Treatiing
a cultural background
ds, moreoveer, can also be
migrantss from differrent social and
complex,, and in gen
neral the ou
utcomes of diabetes teend to be much
m
worse in
migrantss than they are in non‐m
migrants. When
W
diagno
osed with T2
2DM, migran
nts
often missunderstand
d the instrucctions given to
t them by health
h
perso
onnel and th
hey
are less likely, comp
pared to non
n‐migrants, to
t be able to
t manage their
t
condition
because they often feel
f “powerlless” and heence require much moree support fro
om
healthcare providerss.
Gestattional dia
abetes me
ellitus (GD
DM)
Gestation
nal Diabetess Mellitus (G
GDM) is a traansitory typee of diabetes that appeaars
during mid‐pregnanc
m
cy and typiccally goes in
nto remissio
on after the baby is born.
GDM nevvertheless can
c be dangerous for bo
oth the motther and her foetus if un‐
u
diagnoseed and not trreated. It can provoke th
he growth of
o particularlyy large babiees,
some of whom mayy have broaad shoulderrs that go on
o to impair easy vagin
nal
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delivery and can cause sufferin
ng and damaage to both mother an
nd baby in the
t
birth pro
ocess. Wome
en who deveelop GDM also have a higher
h
than average
a
risk of
developing T2DM in the ten yeaars that follo
ow pregnanccy and their offspring allso
have a higher than
n average risk
r
of deveeloping obeesity and T2DM in early
childhood. Early ante
enatal diagn
nosis of GDM
M ideally leaads to treatm
ment involviing
dietary change
c
and physical exeercise, or where necesssary, insulin.. In 2010 with
funding from
f
the World
W
Diabettes Foundattion, ICMHD
D began a reesearch‐action
project in Jamaica and
a Panamaa to test waays of impro
oving GDM diagnosis and
treatmen
nt at the primary health
h care level, and using GDM
G
as an entry
e
point for
f
the preveention of type 2 diabetees for motheers and their children. In
n 2011 ICMH
HD
extended
d its work on
o GDM to Kuwait with
h funding fro
om the Dassman Diabettes
Institute with whom it collaborattes on otherr issues as well.
w

Train
ning and
d Educ
cation
Police and milittary in DR
RC
Over the last two yeaars ICMHD’ program of training
t
poliice officers in the DRC was
w
broadeneed, and at the requestt of the Min
nistry of Deefense, mod
dified to covver
military personnel as well. In cllose collabo
oration with MONUSCO,, the Kinshaasa
School of
o Public Health and other partn
ners, ICMHD developeed courses to
promote a greater awarenesss among un
niformed seervices perssonnel of the
t
physical and psychossocial damage done by SGBV, including the riskks it brings for
f
HIV/AIDSS. It has also
o prepared police and military
m
perssonnel to bee able to heelp
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prevent SGBV and respond
r
to the needs of women who have been
b
raped in
sympathetic and technically corrrect ways.

t
p
partnersh
hips
Educattion and training
Sharing migration,
m
health and deevelopment related kno
owledge and
d skills through
systemattic training and
a “learning by‐doing” has always been a key component of
the ICMH
HD agenda. At the req
quest of a number
n
of government
g
s and partn
ner
institutio
ons ICMHD expanded
e
itts training program
p
to provide
p
more courses for
f
university students, health caree workers, and human
nitarian proffessionals and
ent of its existing
e
proggrams. Amo
ong the acttivities ICMH
HD
enhanced the conte
engaged in were:
−
−
−

sttrengthened
d collaboration with natiional educattional institu
utions
organization of internship
ps
trraining on pu
ublic health in migration
n and emerggencies

Collabo
oration with
w
Educ
cational In
nstitution
ns

Tulane Universityy Payson Center
In the su
ummer of 20
010, ICMHD
D collaborateed for the sixth year with the Tulane
Universitty Payson Ce
enter for Inteernational Development
D
t and the Tu
ulane School of
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Public Health and Tropical Medicine to provide a course covering public health in
natural and man‐made emergencies where there is mass displacement of people.
The course brought together speakers from a number of Geneva‐based UN
agencies such as WHO, UNICEF and UNFPA, as well as the ICRC and the IFRCCS.

American University in Beirut
Continuing its relationship with the American University in Beirut, ICMHD
provided support to a course for humanitarian relief staff from more than ten
organizations working in the Middle East. ICMHD was primarily responsible for
courses on reproductive health and psychosocial health in emergencies, but also
provided additional teaching support in other areas such as epidemiology.

International Diploma in Humanitarian Assistance
ICMHD continued to support the Fordham University International Diploma in
Humanitarian Assistance course which is held in Geneva every year, by providing
a course on psycho‐social aspects of complex emergencies and their implications
for the health of both displaced people and humanitarian relief workers.

School for International Training (SIT)
The last two years saw ICMHD increase its involvement with the Student for
International Training program in Nyon and provided lectures and internships on
the history and function of migration, migration and health, and the changing
face of humanitarian action.

University of Geneva
In 2010 and 2011 supported the University of Geneva Medical Faculty in its joint
program with the University of Boston by giving lectures on emerging patterns of
migration and the implications of global migration for health and health systems.
In addition ICMHD began collaborating with the Department of Infectious
Diseases, in particular, the Unit of Hepatology.

University of Manchester
In 2010 and 2011 ICMHD was invited to collaborate with the University of
Manchester, and ICMHD staff provided lectures to medical students and students
in the Global Health Program on the psychological and physical health
implications of forced and unplanned migration. The lectures were provided in
Manchester, but medical students from Manchester also came to intern at
ICMHD in Geneva.
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Internship and
a
Tra
aining
ICMHD regularly
r
givves graduatee and undeergraduate students
s
op
pportunities to
participate in ICMHD
D’s training program
p
by “learning
“
byy doing”. Sincce 2000, when
ICMHD began
b
its inte
ernship proggram, more than 150 stu
udents have spent perio
ods
of betweeen two and three mo
onths of on‐the‐job traaining. As th
he number of
students has grown,, so has the number of participating countries.. Over the laast
decade ICMHD has hosted inteerns from Austria, Bulgaaria, Canadaa, China, Co
ote
d’Ivoire, DRC, France
e, Germany,, India, Mexico, the Nettherlands, Po
ortugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland
d, the UK and the USSA. In 2011
1, 21 intern
ns came fro
om
Afghanisttan, Australia, Spain, Caanada, Ethiopia, France, Italy, Switzeerland, the UK
U
and the USA.
U

Polic
cy
Througho
out the world, 2010 saaw an increease in the number an
nd severity of
extreme climatic eve
ents. Climate scientists believe these events arre products of
global warming
w
and
d a worldw
wide changee in climatee systems. It
I is generaally
accepted
d that if and
d when the changes thaat are now being
b
prediccted do occur,
drought in some reggions and flo
oods in others will displaace more than 250 million
people. ICMHD
I
belie
eves this wiill be the largest forced
d displacement ever seen
and thatt it will impose new an
nd difficult‐to‐meet dem
mands on th
he health caare
systems of the coun
ntries and co
ommunities people movve into. In 2010
2
and 20
011
ICMHD prepared
p
a series of poliicy papers on
o this topic and worked
d with UNAIDS
and otheer organizations to raise the profile of
o the issue and highligh
ht the fact th
hat
climate change
c
will probably
p
change the glo
obal epidem
miology of many
m
infectio
ous

… mo
ore than 150
0
studeents have
spentt periods off
betweeen two an
nd
three months off
on‐the‐job
trainiing
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diseases such as HIV
V, TB, malarria and viral hepatitis, as well as a host of no
on‐
commun
nicable oness. Health and
a
health care systeems everyw
where will be
challengeed by these changes, bu
ut it will be the
t ones in poor
p
countriies that will be
most burrdened. ICM
MHD has giveen priority to
o advocatingg for more attention
a
to be
given to
o the problem, includ
ding policiess and plan
ns on preparedness and
adaptatio
on.

Deve
elopmen
nt
Strengthening He
ealth Syste
ems
A key paart of ICMHD
D’s Accelerated Plan on
n Prevention
n and Mitigaation of Sexu
ual
Gender Based
B
Violen
nce in the DRC is the strrengthening of the healtth care systeem
so that itt can better respond to the
t needs off victims of SGBV
S
In 201
10 ICMHD to
ook
on the taask of physiccally rehabilitating eleveen health ceenters in con
nflict and post‐
conflict zones
z
of the country and
a by the end of 201
11 all of these had been
completeed. All of them
t
required extensive work, in
ncluding neew water and
sanitation systems, roofing
r
and incineratorss, and in some cases it was a case of
demolish
hing and virtually rebu
uilding them
m, which provided
p
ICM
MHD with an
opportun
nity to engage local enttrepreneurs and commu
unity workeers in what we
w
hope will be a sustaiinable effortt to improvee health caree in the easttern provincces
of DRC.

… reh
habilitating
g
eleven health
centeers in conflicct
and post‐conflic
p
ct
zoness of the
counttry and by
the en
nd of 2011
all ha
ad been
comp
pleted
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m‐healtth
A new development
d
t in 2011 was
w the deveelopment by
b ICMHD off an M‐health
project in
n collaborattion with Un
niversal Docttor in Spain.. The first off the M‐health
projects focuses on prevention
n of obesityy and type 2 diabetes in adolesceent
populatio
ons and invo
olves gamess that can be played on
n the iPad orr other similar
tablets, and which take the usser through
h a series of
o questions and answeers
involvingg themes su
uch as food
d intake, ph
hysical exerrcise, and im
mplications of
obesity and
a diabetess.

Instiitution
nal collabora
ation
WHO/EEURO, Copen
nhagen
In 1987 WHO desiggnated what was then sttill called ICM
MH, as a WH
HO
Collaborating Centrre for Health
h‐related Aspects of Peo
ople Displacced
by Disaster. Since then, ICMH
HD had been designateed three mo
ore
times an
nd in 2011 itt was design
nated for a fo
ourth conseccutive period.
WHO/SSEARO, Delhi
Over th
he last two years
y
ICMHD
D continued
d to work clo
osely with the
t
office of
o the Region
nal Director in WHO/SEARO and it helped SEAR
RO
to prepare a series of policy an
nd research papers on primary
p
health
on‐communiicable diseasses and urbaanization.
care, no
UNAIDSS, Geneva
Through
hout 2010 ICMHD
I
conttinued to develop
d
its technical
t
lin
nks
with UN
NAIDS and in
n 2011, at the recommendation of the Executiive
Director of UNAID
DS, ICMHD entered into a Mem
morandum of
Understtanding (MoU) which asks ICMH
HD to help develop and
coordinate a num
mber of neew research and traiining themees,
especially in the areea of security and HIV.
DASMA
AN Diabetes Institute, Ku
uwait
The Dasman Diabeetes Institutee in Kuwait has becom
me the leadiing
t
and treatment center in th
he Gulf regio
on.
diabetes research training
Over the past two years
y
it has effectively changed
c
thee way in whiich
wait, and haas introducced
diabetes is seen and managged in Kuw
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nationw
wide public education
e
an
nd electroniic health reccords system
ms.
ICMHD is collaboraating with the
t Dasman
n Institute on
o gestation
nal
nt of types 2 diabetes in expatriaate
diabetes and the managemen
populattions.
Universsity of Gran Canary, Spaain
In 2010
0, the Univeersity of Graan Canary in
nvited ICMH
HD to open an
office in Spain using its univeersity prem
mises and with
w
a view to
ping more focused reesearch pro
ogram on the
t
health of
develop
undocumented miggrants. The Spanish
S
Canary Islands are
a located off
o
the Atlaantic coast of
o Morocco and are one of the firsst landfalls for
f
migrantt boats leaving Senegal and
a other West
W African countries.
NAKMI,, Norway
2011 saaw ICMHD begin to workk more closeely with NAK
KMI in Norw
way
and in July of 2011 ICMHD was invited to enter
e
into a Memorandu
um
erstanding (MoU) with NAKMI with
h the aim off developingg a
of Unde
joint prrogram on climate
c
chan
nge and pop
pulation displacement, as
well as on access and
a use of healthcare services by migrants and
ethnic minorities
m
in Europe.
Universsity of Mancchester, Unitted Kingdom
m
In 2010 and 2011 IC
CMHD continued to collaborate witth the Mediccal
School at
a the Univeersity of Manchester on
n courses on
n global health
and pub
blic health. Medical students from Manchesterr also came to
ICMHD as interns in
n the summeer of 2010, and
a ICMHD was invited to
become
e a Core Research Partneer with the University.
U
Istituto Superiore di
d Sanita, Itaaly
In 2010
0 and 2011 ICMHD reneewed its relaationship with the Istitu
uto
Superio
ore di Sanita (National In
nstitute of Health) in Itally and began
na
small exploratory project
p
on MDR‐TB
M
in migrants. As
A part of th
his
project,, the Istituto
o Superiore di Sanita is coordinatin
ng the work of
two oth
her partners, namely thee Universityy of Lisbon in
n Portugal and
the Univversity of Grran Canaria in
i Spain on MDR‐TB.
M
ICOE, In
ndia
The Indian governm
ment recently established a Ministryy of Emigration
q
nmental orgganization that has responsibility for
f
and a quasi‐govern
develop
ping research and evideence‐based policies
p
on the
t health and
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welfare of Indians living and working abroad. In 2011, ICMHD was
invited to enter into a MoU with this ICOE and is currently preparing
a research agenda with it.
Empower University of Health Sciences
ICMHD is working with the Empower University of Health Sciences
in Delhi and has established a MoU with the University on projects
in India and Afghanistan.
Bakhtar Development Network (BDN)
BDN is an Afghan NGO working towards implementing the Basic
Package of Health Services (BPHS) and Essential Package of Hospital
Services (EPHS) in six provinces of Afghanistan. Its services cover a
total of 33 districts, serving 2,864,045 Afghans through a network of
health facilities from the hospital level down to remote health posts.

Publications 2010-2011
ICMHD publications:
−

−

−

−
−
−
−
−

Connaissances, perceptions, attitudes et pratiques des membres de la Police
Nationale Congolaise en matière de violences sexuelles dans trois provinces de
la République Démocratique du Congo (2010)
Overview of seven case studies undertaken in preparation of the Granada
Consultation on Sexual and Reproductive Health in Protracted Crises and
Recovery (2010)
Payson Center for International Development – International Centre for
Migration, Health and Development: Summer Course Curriculum 6‐19 June
(2010)
Post Conflict Transition and HIV vulnerability (2010)
Changing Patterns of Migration: Taking the Health of Women and Girl Migrants
Forward, Summary of an International Workshop (2010)
Protegiendo la salud de las mujeres y de las niñas en la República Democrática
del Congo (2010)
Migration, Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C: Background paper for the Summit
Conference on Hepatitis B and C in Brussels (2010)
Payson Center for International Development – International Centre for
Migration, Health and Development Summer Course (2011)

Peer‐reviewed and external publications:
−

Kenny L., Carballo M., Bergmann T., “Vulnerable mobile populations
overlooked”, in: Forced Migration Review, Refugee Studies Centre (University of
Oxford), Supplement, October 2010, pp. 3‐4.
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−

−
−
−

−

érisme C, Harrris B, Kayemb
be P, Serdareevic F and Smaall A. “Post‐
Carballo M, Clé
onflict transittion and HIV”, in: Forced Migration
M
Revview, Refugeee Studies Centtre
co
(U
University of Oxford),
O
Supp
plement, Octo
ober 2010, pp
p. 20‐21.
Carballo M., “M
Migration as a health and dynamic deveelopment pro
ocess”, in:
Book, edition 1, 2010: pp. 9‐11,
9
116‐120
0.
Health G20 eB
Behbehani K, Carballo
C
M. The Emerging Challenge of Non‐Commu
unicable
T Deauvillee Summit. Maay 2011: pp.57
7‐58.
Diseases. G8: The
Behbehani K, Carballo
C
M. “Introduction”” and “Demoggraphy and NCDs:
N
a
hallenge of su
ustainability”,, in Health G2
20: Sustainable Healthcaree, edition 1,
ch
20
011: pp.12‐13
3, 62‐64.
Carballo M, Faniko K, Lefeb
bvre A. Type 2 Diabetes and migrants: a twelve
ountry study (abstract). Geeneva Health Forum 2012. 2011.
co

ICMH
HD Exe
ecutiv
ve Com
mmitte
ee
Dr Eamon Ke
D
elly, Presiden
nt
D
Director
of th
he Tulane Un
niversity Payyson Center Internationaal
D
Development
t and Techno
ology Transffer; former Chairman
C
of the Board of
o
th
he US Nation
nal Science Foundation
F
Dr Mohamed
D
d Abdelmoumène, Vice president
Fo
ormer Minisster of Health, Algeria, and former Deputy
D
Direcctor General of
W
WHO
and forrmer Deputyy Director, UNRWA
Professor Mo
onique Bégin
n, Treasurerr
ormer Minisster of Health Canada, Member
M
of th
he WHO Glo
obal
Fo
Commission on
o Social Deeterminants of Health, Professor of Health
H
Scciences, University of Otttawa
Dr Issakha Diiallo, Committee memb
D
ber
Project Directtor, Manageement Sciencces for Healtth, USA, and
d Ghana,
fo
ormer Directtor of the Institut de San
nté et Dévelo
oppement, Senegal
S
Dr Manuel Caarballo, Execcutive Direcctor
D
Fo
ormer Chieff of Behaviorral Research, WHO Global Program on
o AIDS,
fo
ormer WHO Public Healtth Representative, Bosnia, Professor of Public
H
Health,
Colum
mbia Universsity, New Yo
ork, Adjunct Professor Tu
ulane
U
University
Payson Centerr for Internattional Development, Neew Orleans
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ICMHD Board
−

Dr Kazem Behbehani, Director General, Dasman Diabetes Institute, Kuwait,
and former Assistant Director General of the World Health Organization, WHO
Geneva.

−

Dr Jose Ramon Calvo, Professor of Health Sciences, University of Gran
Canaria, Spain, and Country Coordinator ICMHD‐Spain

−

Professor Edmond Dragoti, Director, Institute of Public Opinion Studies,
Tirana, and Deputy Minister of Culture, Youth and Sports, former Rector of the
University of Berat, Albania

−

Dr Ashour Gebreel, Professor of Public Health and Tropical Medicine, Liverpool
School of Tropical Medicine, United Kingdom

−

Dr Benjamin Harris, Professor and Head of psychiatry at the A.M. Dogliotti
College of Medicine, Liberia and chairman and Vice President of the Liberia
Chapter of the West African College of Physicians

−

Dr Ghada Karmi, Fellow of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, Research
Fellow at the Institute of Arab and Islamic Studies at the University of Exeter, UK

−

Dr Patrick Kayembe, Head of Epidemiology and Dean of the School of Public
Health, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo

−

Dr Jaques Lebas, Head of the Institut de l’humanitaire, Paris, France, and
former founding member of Médecins du Monde

−

Mr Kevin Lyonette, Director, Sustainable Development Services, Switzerland,
and former UNHCR Regional Director for Central America

−

Professor Aldo Morrone, Director of Preventive Medicine in Migration,
Tourism and Tropical Dermatology, IRCCS San Gallicano, Italy

−

Dr Esteban Pont‐Barceló, Department of Pedagogy Application, Facultat de
Ciències de l'Educació, Unversitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

−

Dr Ndioro Ndiaye, President Alliance for Migration, Leadership and
Development (AMLD), former Deputy General Director IOM

−

Ms Elenor Richter‐Lyonnette, Programme Coordinator of CWA (Coordination
of Women's Advocacy), long term consultant to UNHCR on human rights,
population movement, and gender health
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−

Dr Harald Siem, Senior Advisor at the Secretariat of International Health,
Directorate of Norway, former Director of Medical Services IOM and Senior
Scientist WHO Geneva

ICMHD Staff
In 2010‐2011 ICMHD’s full‐time and part‐time staffing pattern included:
−

Dr Manuel Carballo ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Jordi Pons Serrano ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Gangyan Gong ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Ubah Adan ‐ Islamabad

−

Dr Klea Faniko ‐ Geneva

−

Mrs Joyce Visi Bobesse ‐ Kinshasa

−

Dr Alexandre Lefebvre ‐ Geneva

−

Dr José Ramon Calvo ‐ Madrid

−

Mr Jos Ohms ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Celeste Calixte ‐ Port O’Prince

−

Mr Fidel Ruiz ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Benjamin Harris ‐ Monrovia

−

Mrs Katherine Maillet ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Patrick Kayembe ‐ Kinshasa

−

Mr Mourtala Mboup ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Muna Khaladi ‐ Beirut

−

Dr Yeny Serrano ‐ Geneva

−

Dr Fadila Serdarevic ‐ Sarajevo

___________________________________________

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR MIGRATION,
HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT

The International Centre for Migration, Health and Development (ICMHD) is a research,
training and policy centre with offices in Geneva, Gran Canaria, Kinshasa, Nairobi, Rome,
Sarajevo and with a wide network of partners in other parts of the world.
The pace of migration is growing everywhere and more people are moving faster and
further than at any time in previous history. Migration affects the health and welfare of
those who move, those they leave behind, and those they come into contact with either
along the way or in the countries that eventually host them.
ICMHD’s mandate is to provide governments, UN agencies, NGOs and other parties with
information and technical support on how the movement of people affects, and is
affected by health and social conditions, and how this dynamic can be best managed to
the benefit of everyone concerned.
The work of ICMHD is predicated on the fact that the right to health must apply to all
people, including migrants, refugees and others who find themselves on the move for
political, environmental, social and economic reasons. ICMHD believes that in protecting
the health and welfare of people on the move, the public health and security of the
larger society is also strengthened.
The work of ICMHD covers all types of population movement, including economically
motivated migration (documented and undocumented), forced migration
(environmental and political), nomadic migration, and the movement of uniformed
service groups such as peacekeepers and military personnel. From the perspective of
health, health care and health systems, ICMHD addresses non‐communicable,
communicable and parasitic diseases. ICMHD is currently working on research, training
and policy options in the areas of HIV/AIDS, TB, viral hepatitis, diabetes, malaria,
reproductive health and psycho‐social impacts of uprooting. It is also addressing the
question of health care worker migration and alternative approaches to preventing
excess brain drain from developing countries.
ICMHD is a WHO Collaborating Centre and a UNFPA Implementing Partner. It also works
with other UN agencies as well as with universities and research and training institutions
throughout the world.

